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My invention relates to respirators com 
prising a strainer element suitably held tov 

I theyface so as to protect the wearer against 
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harmful inhalations; and it cbnsists in a 
. simpli?ed construction providing primarily 
for ready and satisfactory employment of 
such an element with a face-secured‘ frame, 
as fully described in connection with the ac 
companying drawings and clearly de?ned in 
the subjoined claims. 

Fig. 1 is a sectional elevation of a complete 
device embodying the invention in preferred 
form, indicated as applied to the face of a 
wearer. I ' 

Figs. 3 and 2 are separate views of the 
specially constructed strainer bag and face 
secured frame ring respectively, Fig. 3 being 
a top view of the bag looking in the direction , 
indicated by arrow 3 Fig. 1, but showing 
the turning-over edge portion in its normal 
unturned form. 
The frame ring A as shown, forms a face 

?tting and bag-securing device of approxi 
mately triangular contour, with an apex 5 
thereof shaped so as to rest upon the nose of 
the wearer while the widened lower portion 6 
is adapted to underlie the mouth of the wear— 
er above the chin, and preferably of angular 
cross-section forming a circumferential face 
?tting and bag-securing portion 7, and a for 
wardly projecting web portion 8 adapted for 
attachment of connecting head bands 10, 10; 
the latter being attachable to suitable means 
as button connection 9, provided on said web 
portion, and serving both to hold the com 
plete device to the head of the wearer and to 
more ?rmly secure the engaged strainer bag 
to the ring as hereinafter described. The 
form and material of the ring are adapted 
to give it relative rigidity when it is applied 
to the face with the attached bag, but with 
capacity for bending or warping of its shape 
so as to enable ?tting of it to the contour of 
the face and satisfactory effecting of the sim 
ple and advantageous application of the 
strainer bag thereto as hereinafter particu 
larly set forth. To insure a satisfactory seat 
ing of the yielding apex portion 5 upon the 
nose I preferably provide upon said portion 
a closing-together spring 11. 

The strainer element B is of bag-shaped 
form and of suitable ?exible material adapt~ 
ed to provide ample straining area when dis 
tended;-and is adapted to permit of ready 
turning-over of the edge portion 15 of the 
bag upon the frame-ring so as to removably 
secure-the bag huggingly to the latter as indi 
cated. As clearly shown in the drawings, this ~ 
convenient engagement of the bag with the 
frame ring, b turning-over upon the latter 
of the free e ge portion of the bag, covers 
the inner surface of the curved face-?tting 
ring so as to present an inner surface of the 
bag for direct contact with the face, while 
the forwardly bent free edge 16 thereof un 
derlies the ring. As shown the ‘engaging por 
tion of the bag is turned over the ring out 
wardly, so that the free edge‘ 16 thereof is 
readily tucked-under the button-connected 
head-band ends 10, 10 upon the web portion 8 
of the rin and the bag thus further secured 
in service y the clamping e?’ectyof the ten 
sioned head bands. - . 

To provide ‘for thus removably engaglng 
the strainer bag B to the frameuiing with 
a secure hugging action of the turned-over 
portion thereof upon the ring, I specially 
form the bag with a reduced open-end or 
mouth, providing the turning-over edge por 
tion 15 having a reenforced free edge 16; thls 
bag-form being conveniently produced, as 1n 
dicated, by sewing together two side-pieces of 
?at fabric 17 , 17, and a spherical connecting 
strip 18 contracted by a seaming 19 to unite 
with the reduced edge 16 of the bag; the main 
portion of the latter being thus of approxi 
mately spherical form when distended but 
being readily passed through the frame rlng 
when collapsed, and the edge portion 15-16 
at the reduced mouth of the bag belng adapt 
ed to turn-over the frame ring so as to hug 
gingly engage it as stated. 

' To provide for keeping the strainer-bag, 
properly distended when in service, a sepa 
rate distender-device C is employed WhlCll 
may be independently inserted and removed; 
this device, as shown, being preferably sim 
ply‘ formed of helically, colled w1re having 
the ends normally spread so asto spherlcally 
distend the bag when inserted, but bemg read 
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ily collapsible by the user for easy insertion 
in or removal from the bag independently 
of the connection of the latter to the frame 
ring. _ v ' / . _ 

The preferred construction thus specifi 
cally set forth may obviously be readily mod1~ 
?ed in detail within the invention as de?ned ' 
in-the claims. - 
What I claim is: ' 
1. A respirator comprising a face-?tting 

frame-ring, an inserted strainer-bag remova 
bly secured to said ring by retaining engage 

I ment therewith of a turned-over face-contact 
ing edge portion thereof, and a. collapsible 
distending device independently insertable in 
and removable from the bag.- ‘ 

2. A respirator comprisin a frame ring of 
relatively rigid but warpa le construction 
formed with a bag-engaging face-?tting rim 
portion and a head-band engaging inner-web 
portion, and a ring-inserted strainer-bag hav 
ing an open-end portion of less circumfer 
ence than the adjacent portion of the bag and 
adapted to be outwardly turned-over and re 
tainingly engaged upon said face-?tting rim 
portion. 
, 3. A respirator comprising a frame ring of 
relatively rigid but warpable ‘construction 
formed with a bag-engaging face-?tting rim 
portion and a head-band engaging inner-web 
portion, a ring-inserted strainer-bag having 
an open-end portion of less circumference 
than the adjacent portion of the bag and 
adapted to be outWardlyturned-over and re 
tainingly engaged upon said face-?tting rim 
portions, and a head-band connection to said 
inner-Web portion adapted to secure the 
turned-over portion of the bag to the latter. 

4. In a respirator comprising a frame ring 
formed'with a bag-engaging face-?tting rim 
portion and a forwardly projecting inner 
Web portion; a specially formed strainer-bag 
having a ring-insertable open-end portion of 
less circumference than the adjacent portion 
of the bag and adapted to be outwardly 
turned-over upon said face-?ttingrim por 
t1_on so as to retainingly engage the bag in the 
ring. _ 

5. In a respirator comprising a frame ring 
formed with a bag-engaging face-?tting rim 
portion; a strainer bag comprising three con 
nected strips of suitable fabric forming a 
spherically distensible main portion with a 
reduced open-end portion insertable in said 
ring and adapted to be retainingly engaged 
therewith by outward turning-over thereof 
upon said face-?tting rim portion. _ 
In testimony whereof I ai?x my signature. 
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